Guidance for Reviewing Diversity Action Plan Goals
You are previewing early draft of the Diversity Action Plan Goals. Please keep the following information in mind as you review and provide feedback on this draft.

- As much as possible, please include your ideas to advance work or suggest new areas of work. Feedback identifying gaps is most useful when accompanied by suggestions for inclusions or specific actions.
- This work contains all feedback offered to the Office of Institutional Diversity during our stakeholder engagement process. While there will be a sincere attempt to reflect all the feedback offered, items will need to be prioritized and streamlined; the final draft of this plan may need to omit or revise goals to keep the plan actionable.
- This stage of planning does not include metrics for measurement of future success; drafting metrics will happen as goals are finalized.
- Goals are not currently sorted in hierarchy; all ideas are shown with no deference to the distinctions of goal, action and tactic levels. If you have suggestions on how items should be sorted, please include your thoughts.
- Titles for work areas contained in the Diversity Action Plan goals use the OSU Strategic Plan goals as place holders; DAP specific titles will be drafted once goals are clearer.
- This draft only includes information on the goals proposed for the plan; other information to give context and frame the plan will be shared at a later stage.

Framing
OSU’s Diversity Action Plan will guide strategic equity efforts in alignment with OSU’s emerging 2024 – 2030 strategic plan. The current iteration of OSU’s strategic plan outlines three goals and five actions:

- **Strategic Plan Goals**
  - A university focused on big discoveries that drive big solutions.
  - A university where every student graduates.
  - A university that fuels a thriving world in every dimension.

- **Strategic Plan Actions**
  - Build international research distinction in areas of competitive advantage.
  - Build an enterprise approach to knowledge translation, innovation, and partnerships.
  - Build faculty excellence.
  - Significantly increase enrollment online and at OSU-Cascades.
Launch a campaign for timely undergraduate degree completion.

Guided and organized by the frame for the forthcoming OSU strategic plan, the following DRAFT diversity action plan draws from the work and insights of the President and Provost Leadership Council, the Equity Leaders Consortium, and the Office of Institutional Diversity staff.

Key terms

- **Minoritized groups**: groups organized by social identity (e.g., race, disability, socioeconomic class, etc.) that have been marginalized in US society historically and contemporarily. This term highlights the active processes that result in experiences of systemic oppression.
- **Equity**: Translational research:
- **Upskill:**
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*Please note the following ideas are not currently sorted in hierarchy; all ideas are shown with no deference to the distinctions of goal, action and tactic levels.

1 - Build international research distinction in areas of competitive advantage.

- Equitable research practices
  - Prepare researchers to create an equity lens for research design, building the research team, equitable participant experience, etc.
  - Guidance and education to plan for equity in research proposals.
  - Coordinate engagement with tribal nations and Indigenous organizations (e.g., guidance, processes, and protocols) for research that interacts with Indigenous including a standard for government-to-government interactions and data sovereignty.
  - Establish proactive, mutually beneficial collaborations with Minority Serving Institutions (MSI) for research activity.

- Advance research for equity
  - Understand equity intersections of key research areas of climate science and related solutions; clean energy technology and related solutions; robotics; and integrated health and biotechnology, to rural communities and other marginalized groups.
  - Establish a way to annually track what research activity collaborates with minoritized communities to understand who is engaged and outcomes/benefits to communities.
  - Establish a faculty fellowship fund to support equity research.
  - Fundraise to support equitable research (e.g., Endow faculty lines with equity research focus, seed funds for equity research projects, etc.).
  - Drive research activity that responds to the requests of minoritized communities, or seeks solutions to problems facing minoritized people.
  - Expand knowledge, skills, and abilities for more researchers to effectively practice community engaged research; incentivize and resource this type of research.

2 - Build an enterprise approach to knowledge translation, innovation, and partnerships.

- Translational research for equity
  - Increase translational research activities that produce tangible equity results for marginalized communities (i.e., tribal communities, communities in rural areas, underserved communities, etc.).
    - Ensure that the enterprise approach considers how to benefit and engage marginalized communities.
  - Prepare researchers with knowledge and skills necessary to form effective and mutually beneficial relationship with minoritized community in Oregon.
  - Reward and highlight researchers who already successfully established effective and mutually beneficial relationship with minoritized community in Oregon.
  - Establish a microgrant program to incentivize innovation in integrating or advancing equity in community engagement, student success, research, teaching, etc.

- Equitable workforce development
- Support minoritized undergraduate and graduate student transition from OSU to workforce.
- Develop programming and experiences that focus on essential workforce skills like critical thinking, difficult dialogue, teamwork, informational literacy, communication and social consciousness.
- Create an enterprise-wide approach to growing the leadership development of minoritized students.
- Ensure the needs of minoritized communities are centered in the expansion lifelong learning opportunities to upskill or reskill marginalized community.
- To expand the upskilling or reskilling of minoritized communities in Oregon, develop partnerships with leaders already connected to minoritized communities (e.g., educational institutions, nonprofits, industry associations, elected officials).
- Ensure OSU economic development efforts equitably benefit all constituencies, redress geographic and demographic wealth concentration; increase work with MWESB, COBID, and Veteran-owned vendors. (e.g., open pathways for emerging vendors to successfully bid for university RFPs).
  - Continue to identify and mitigate barriers to successful vendor contracts with MWESB, COBID, and Veteran-owned vendors such as insurance and bonding requirements.

- **Grow partnerships and government relations**
  - Grow relationships with minority serving institutions (i.e., Hispanic Serving Institutions, Historically Black Colleges and Universities, Tribal Colleges, etc.) to advance mutually beneficial grant proposals.
  - Establish memorandums of understanding, and/or non-traditional contracts and community agreements, between OSU and tribal nations that clarify processes of collaboration (e.g., NAGPRA, community engaged research, financial aid policies, etc.).
  - Grow relationships with city, county, and state agencies as well as school districts to ascertain the role OSU can play in improving the conditions of minoritized communities, and act accordingly.

3 - Build faculty excellence.

- **Faculty and Staff Retention**
  - Advance strategies for employee of color retention as outlined in reports from the Presidents and Provost Leadership Council (PPLC) on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.
    - Create more readiness for minoritized employee advancement and promotion to retain employees.
    - Engaging new employees in life outside of work.
  - Provide financially accessible workforce housing for employees.
  - Provide child care options to meet demand in the OSU workforce.

- **Faculty and Staff Recruitment**
  - Motivate and create opportunities for recruiting more employees with proven equity skill and history, especially on the tenure track.
  - Focus resources to recruit candidates (i.e., relocation expenses, temp housing, stipends, etc.).
  - Redesign graduate curricula to re-center the educational needs of students for the mid-21st century, including examining structural oppression is built into what is assumed required for a graduate degree in a specialized field.
- Retool thinking about equity and different ways of looking at modern problems (e.g., with interdisciplinary teamwork and listening to marginalized communities) to revitalize our curricula and make OSU more attractive for recruiting and retaining minoritized faculty.

- **Equity Accountability**
  - Communicate standards and maintain accountability for equity expectations in OSU position descriptions (e.g., annual performance reviews, promotion and tenure processes, etc.).
  - Establish guidance for promotion and tenure review committees, so they may more effectively evaluate equity expectations.
  - Boost faculty capacity to integrate equity in existing programs curricula and build out new curricula that focuses on equity in teaching with a focus on supporting marginalized students; resource offices who have had success in this area such as the Difference, Power and Oppression program.
  - Clarify accountability for tenure faculty who collude in racism, ableism, etc.; clarify how academic freedom and accountability for perpetrating oppression coexist.
  - Standardize equity responsibilities and expectations for employees on the position description, making them role specific.
  - Stronger training for faculty on accessibility; create set of standards that OSU students can expect like captioned videos, using mics when available.
  - Clear avenues for students to give feedback to faculty before/outside of class evaluations; often the power differential prevents students from giving direct feedback.

- **Faculty and Staff Development**
  - Boost faculty capacity to integrate equity in their curriculum and instructional design (via Center for Teaching and Learning, Difference Power and Oppression Program, Faculty Affairs, etc.)
  - Prioritize faculty development related to equalizing student success (i.e., teaching, advising, and mentorship)
  - Reward and incentivize faculty successfully equalizing student success (i.e., teaching, advising, and mentorship)
  - Advance culturally responsive supervision, invest in educational resources for manager and supervisors.
  - Include information on tribal relations as part of onboarding process for all OSU leaders to better understand cultural and university expectations.
  - Leverage the Managerial Competencies Framework to prepare supervisors to broach issues of cultural competence in annual performance evaluations, and navigate institutional resources.
  - Grow a culture of career long learning for diversity, equity and inclusion.
  - Ensure availability of career long learning opportunities for diversity, equity and inclusion that are relevant and meaningful for all employees across all functions including those will high skills sets in these areas - pushing them to the next level (national, global, large grants, etc.)
  - Fundraise to support equitable teaching (e.g., Endow faculty lines with equity teaching focus, fund communities of practice, etc.).

4 - **Significantly increase enrollment online and at OSU-Cascades.**

- **Institutional capacity building**
  - Ensure investments in equity resources maintain parity with Ecampus expansion (e.g., financial aid, student support services, etc.).
    - Unified set of services should be created around health, engagement, etc. from a student incidental fee structure that eCampus, OSU-Cascades, and Hatfield can all benefit from together (e.g. Telehealth for health and wellness).
- Develop and align DEI infrastructure at OSU cascades (e.g., policies, communications, strategy, etc.)
  - Leverage supports for new DEI Coordinator at Cascades with clear lines of consult with Corvallis colleagues.
- Develop and sustain a focused recruitment strategy for racially minoritized students.
- Create student support programs comparable to on-campus programs (e.g. EOP, LSAMP, TRiO, etc.) and tailored specifically for Ecampus students; existing programs cannot be taxed further to account for this unique student population. Resources should be comparable but Ecampus-specific.
- Ensure infrastructure development at Cascades has an equity lens (e.g. attention to GI restrooms, art, accessibility/UD, etc.)
- Develop a more intentional and robust retention strategy for minoritized students at Cascades that involves community partners in Central Oregon.

- **Maintain OSU Identity**
  - As OSU grows, ensure the university maintains its access orientation across all academic offerings and campuses, resisting the urge to stratify academic offerings by campus location.

5 - **Launch a campaign for timely undergraduate degree completion.**

- **Financial aid**
  - Redress financial barriers to ensure all students maintain timely progress toward degree completion.
  - Implement a scholarship match system to distribute financial aid, especially for minoritized students.
  - Expand tribal tuition policy at OSU so more Indigenous students are eligible beyond the state policy.
  - Create a paid internship program for students who are ineligible for federal financial aid.
  - Create a more equitable process for colleges to have access to and distribute institutional aid; students should have an equitable experience with aid in each college.

- **Pathways**
  - Advance the development of a seamless pathway to OSU degree across flexible learning modalities (e.g., on-campus, Ecampus, community college dual enrollment, etc.).
  - Plan and apply resources to reengage students who have stopped out of OSU; offer flexible pathways to obtain degree.
  - Create a standard process across OSU for students to receive credit for prior learning and experience (e.g. testing out of entry courses, provide information on work experience to fulfill coursework, more broadly receiving transfer credit).
  - Create a clear pathway for counting “stranded credits” that is standardized across the university and does not rely on individual student advocacy.
  - Build out or utilize already-existing onramps and pre-college programs for students at the K-12 level to help them be prepared for college admission and success.
  - Create a concerted “last year” experience that assists with “transition out”.

- **Transition**
  - Launch a concerted first year experience with the explicit goal of closing equity gaps among minoritized communities.
• **Engagement Access**
  o Increase minoritized student access to experiential learning (e.g., internships, undergraduate research, study abroad, etc.).
    ▪ Embed activities within course curriculum CURE – Classroom Undergraduate Research Experience and COIL – Collaborative Online International Learning.
  o Increase aid for minoritized student participation in co-curricular activities.
  o Partner with societies that are external to OSU (i.e., SACNAS) that provide support and resources for minoritized students, particularly for those at PWI’s.

• **Student resource development**
  o Fundraise to support equitable student success (e.g., Endow faculty lines with focus on minoritized student success, Endow scholarships, etc.).

• **Academic Experience**
  o Identify and redress academic structures that inhibit academic student success (e.g., “weeder” courses, stranded credits).
  o Perform a structural analysis on the new core curriculum to examine impacts on student success.
  o Invest to establish equity in advising resources and experiences across all colleges.
  o Replicate and scale instructional design interventions like the successful reimagining of Math 111.

• **Culturally Relevant Interventions**
  o Advance forthcoming Minority Severing Institution task force recommendations, focused on factors to advance Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI) and Asian American and Native American Pacific Islander-Serving Institution (AANAPISI) designations.
  o Advance forthcoming recommendations based on the Black Student Success Initiative.
  o Seek information and experience from university leaders showing success in advancing the retention and graduation of minoritized students.
  o Expand resources for programs and experiences that focus on student belonging.
  o Increase access and quality of gender affirming care for students through Student Health Services.

0 – **Ongoing actions**

• **Access and infrastructure**
  o Advance university resources for gender inclusive infrastructure (e.g., gender inclusive restrooms, changing rooms, sports, etc.).
  o Advance the implementation of the [ADA at 31 recommendations](https://www.osu.edu/ada-31-recommendations).
  o Establish a responsive language access program that includes resources for translation and interpretation, and incentivizes multilingual employees across the OSU enterprise.
  o Standardize an onboarding and support baseline for minoritized graduate students (e.g. supervision, mentorship, training), with special attention to interdisciplinary students (e.g. MAIS).
    ▪ Increase resources to expand graduate orientation programs such as Graduate Summer Step.
  o Create standardized structures for institutional feedback, especially for searches, enterprise-wide.

• **Data driven DEI leadership**
  o Establish guidelines for use of equity data in decision-making.
Establish a data ethics curriculum to ensure appropriate use of minoritized student and employee data.
Ensure institutional leaders have timely access to useful data for decision making related to student and employee success.

**Institutional policy and guidance**
- Clarify and communicate guidelines and policies that impact university climate (e.g., Name-in-Use, pronounce use, freedom of expression, etc.).
- Ensure pay equity for all OSU employees, with strategic priority for employees at the lowest wage scales.
- Provide pay scales and anticipated pay information as part of all searches.

**Communication Strategy**
- Advance our marketing and communication equity strategy by identifying communication and photography guidelines (e.g., terminology, photo use, etc.) and increasing resources for visual representation.
  - Leverage University Relations and Marketing guidelines and leadership to advance his across the university.
- Create a more culturally responsive brand identity, which includes understanding, respecting, and incorporating elements that resonate with the diverse cultures and identities of the target audience.
- Communicate OSU’s equity accomplishments, initiatives, and innovations.
- Clarify and communicate approach to culturally relevant crisis communications and supports.